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(54) A method for communication within a co-operative system

(57) The invention relates to a method for communi-
cation within a co-operative system (CS). Said co-oper-
ative system (CS) comprises a plurality of communication
units (A, B, C), which are adapted to execute a group of
tasks repeatedly in a repetition cycle:
• acquire raw data from at least one raw data collector,
• process said raw data into an information package, and
• broadcast of said information package.

Said repetition cycle lasts a predetermined time pe-
riod from a start (Sn) of a repetition cycle, and said at
least one raw data collector collects data from a global
navigation satellite system (GNSS). Said raw data from
the GNSS comprises a global timing signal, to which said
communication units (A, B, C) synchronise. A timing of
said execution of tasks is dependent of said global timing
signal. An individual acquisition time (ATA, ATB, ATC)
for acquiring raw data from the raw data collectors is set
for each of the plurality of communication units (A, B, C).
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to the field of co-operative
systems and especially a method to communicate within
a co-operative system.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A co-operative system comprises a plurality of
communication units, which communicates in that they
broadcast on a given wireless communication channel
designated for the co-operative system. The communi-
cation units thereby broadcast information and receives
information. The communication units can be integrated
in vehicles and/or infrastructure in order to let the devices
communicate with each other.
[0003] Co-operative systems are used as traffic infor-
mation systems to facilitate vehicle - vehicle and vehicle
- infrastructure communication.
[0004] One of the challenges in a co-operative system
is that of the distribution information, i.e. the vehicle data
that shall be broadcasted from every vehicle within a set
interval.
[0005] For example, the vehicles transmit their data
once every 100 milliseconds (ms). The data is typically
a time-stamped position, speed and heading of the ve-
hicle, but can further comprise information from vehicle
sensing means such as speed sensing means, acceler-
ation sensing means, road conditions sensing means,
weather condition sensing means, driver intention sens-
ing means, etc.
[0006] Normally the raw data is collected by a raw data
collector, such as a global navigation satellite system
(GNSS), or any other sensing means within a vehicle,
such as speed sensing means, acceleration sensing
means, road conditions sensing means, whether condi-
tion sensing means, driver intention sensing means, etc.
[0007] The raw data is computed into an information
package that can be broadcasted within the co-operative
system. E.g. a GNSS receiver continuously receives a
position signal from the GNSS, wherein this information
is acquired by the communication unit, at the same time
for each of the devices in the co-operative system. The
information is fed into a position solution engine, which
typically is a Kalman filter. The position solution is com-
puted into the information packaged within fractions of a
full second. The information package can include further
information collected by other raw data collectors, where-
by the information package thereby includes also this
information.
[0008] The time that it takes to compute the information
package is not possible to predict precisely since it is
dependent on many factors, such as amount of data and
current speed of the device. Hence, there is a small range
of time when the output from the position engine is given.
When the output is ready, the data is included in a certain

information package dedicated for broadcast in a co-op-
erative system. This message is referred to as "Basic
Safety Message" in the US and "Co-operative Aware-
ness Message" in Europe, but will in the further text be
referred to as information package.
[0009] As soon as the information package is ready,
the radio module tries to access the wireless communi-
cation channel of the co-operative system and broadcast
the information package. Because all devices acquire
their data at the a start of an interval and performs similar
computations, there is an obvious risk that several de-
vices tries to access the channel to broadcast their re-
spective information packages at the same time, which
will result in that some transmitters have to back off and
try again later. The back-off and retry scheme is control-
led by algorithms in the 802.11 standard and is outside
the scope of this invention.
[0010] In order to improve the accessibility to the com-
munication channel, several different methods have
been proposed to distribute the time on where the trans-
mitters tries to access the wireless communication chan-
nel. One of those is called "Self Organized Time Division
Multiple Access" where the devices are organized to
transmit in a certain time slot, which is defined in an over-
all master frame. The master frame is distributed among
the users without the interaction of a central station.
[0011] When using "Self Organize Time Division Mul-
tiple Access" for example within a system with three de-
vices, the devices are getting their information packages
transmitted at a pre-defined time, but there is always a
delay in time introduced between the finish of the com-
putation, i.e. when the information package is ready to
be send, and the broadcast of the information package.
When the information package is actually broadcasted,
the information package data in the information package
has aged during the delay.
[0012] By communicating aged data in the co-opera-
tive system, errors can occur and the relevance of the
information in the system is decreased.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] It is desired to always broadcast as fresh data
as possible in the information packages, an object of the
invention is thereby to suggest a method for communi-
cation within a co-operative system, such that the infor-
mation communicated within the system is as updated
as possible during broadcast of the same.
[0014] A co-operative system comprises a plurality of
communication units, which communicates in that they
broadcast on a given frequency. The method is adapted
for a co-operative system in which a plurality of commu-
nication units are adapted to execute a group of tasks
repeatedly, wherein at least one of the task is to broad-
cast at the frequency of the co-operative system. The
tasks are repeated in repetition cycles. The communica-
tion units of in the co-operative system for which the
method is adapted performs the following tasks:
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[0015] The communication unit acquire raw data from
at least one raw data collector. The communication unit
process the acquired raw data into an information pack-
age. The communication unit broadcast the information
package at the frequency intended for the co-operative
system.
[0016] A raw data collector is at least a unit able to
receive signals from a global navigation satellite system
(GNSS), such that a position of the raw data collector,
e.g. the vehicle, can be determined. The information from
the GNSS also comprises a time stamp, i.e. global timing
information to which the communication units synchro-
nise. A raw data collector can further be any other sensing
means within the vehicle, such as speed sensing means,
acceleration sensing means, road conditions sensing
means, whether condition sensing means, driver inten-
tion sensing means, etc.
[0017] The repetition cycle lasts a predetermined time
period from a start of a repetition cycle. For example, the
communication units can be set to perform the task at
least once every 100 millisecond (ms). The at least one
raw data collector collects data at least from the GNSS.
Because the different communication units within the co-
operative system are synchronised to the global timing
signal derived from the GNSS’s global timing information,
the cycle at which the communication units are to perform
their tasks are synchronised.
[0018] The inventive method assures a spread of the
broadcasting in that each of the plurality of communica-
tion units is given an individual acquisition time for ac-
quiring raw data from the raw data collectors. Because
the communication units acquire their raw data at differ-
ent times it is more likely that the channel is free when
the communication unit has performed the computation
of the information package and attempts to access the
communication channel in order to broadcast.
[0019] The method achieves a spread between when
the different communication units acquire their raw data,
whereby the following steps; processing the raw data into
an information package and the thereafter broadcasting
of the information package can follow immediately after
the acquisition of raw data. The risk of that several com-
munication units tries to broadcast simultaneously is re-
duced. With the inventive method the age of the broad-
casted information is as low as possible, because there
is no or a minimal waiting time between the acquisition,
processing and the broadcasting. By implementing the
inventive method it is enabled that the communication
units always broadcasts as fresh information as possible,
and further the risk for a broadcasting collision between
a plurality of communication units within each other’s
broadcasting range is reduced considerably.
[0020] To minimise the waiting time it is preferred that
the processing of the raw data into an information pack-
age and the broadcast of the information package are
executed directly after the preceding task.
[0021] In an embodiment of the inventive method ad-
ditionally to an individual acquisition time a delay time for

broadcasting the information package is set for each of
the plurality of communication units. The delay time is
set as a delay from the start of a repetition cycle. The
processing of raw data into an information package is
however executed directly after the acquisition of raw
data. The broadcast of said information package is there-
by executed at a delay from the start of a repetition,
wherein the lapsed time between the processing of raw
data into an information package and the broadcast can
vary depending of the time needed for the processing of
raw data. An advantage with this embodiment is that each
communication unit also becomes an individual broad-
casting time, wherein the risk for collision in broadcasting
can further reduced.
[0022] In order to enable broadcasting information with
as low age as possible when both an individual acquisi-
tion time and an individual broadcasting time (set as a
delay from the start) is set, it is preferred that the individual
acquisition time is calculated as an offset from said indi-
vidual broadcasting time. The offset is calculated such
that that the individually acquisition time occurs before
said broadcast and at earliest at the start of a repetition.
By making the individual acquisition time dependent on
the individual broadcasting time, the time between the
acquisition and the broadcast can be held down, wherein
the age of the broadcasted information is as low as pos-
sible.
[0023] It is further preferred that the calculation of the
offset is dependent of both the processing speed of the
communication unit and the delay for the broadcasting
time. By implementing the offset of the individual acqui-
sition time as dependent of the processing time for the
communication unit and the delay of the broadcasting
time the task can be performed essentially immediately
after one another even though an individual broadcasting
time is set for each communication unit.
[0024] In an alternative embodiment the individual ac-
quisition time is randomly set as a delay from a start of
a repetition. The delay for the individual acquisition time
can be set at each start up of a communication unit. Pref-
erably a random delay algorithm is used therefore. An
advantage with setting the delay for the acquisition at
stat up of each communication unit is that the calculation
must just be performed once for each start.
[0025] In an alternative approach of setting the individ-
ual acquisition time, it is set as a delay from the start of
a repetition cycle, wherein the individual acquisition time
of a first communication unit is set dynamically depend-
ent upon individual acquisition times of other communi-
cation units, within which broadcasting ranges the first
communication unit is located. By setting the individual
acquisition time dynamically and dependent on the indi-
vidual acquisition times of the communication units that
are within each other’s broadcasting range, a controlled
spread of the broadcasting can be achieved. Collisions
between pluralities of broadcasts from different commu-
nication units can be avoided, because the broadcasts
are indirectly delayed dependently of each other.
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[0026] Yet another alternative approach of setting the
individual acquisition time is that it is set randomly as a
delay or predetermined spread delay from each start of
a repetition at production of said communication units.
By setting a delay for the individual acquisition time al-
ready at production of said communication units, an even
spread of the individual acquisition time can be assured
within a batch of communication units.
[0027] Communications units usually use a pseudo-id
when communicating in a co-operative system. The
pseudo-id is changed in regular or irregular intervals. In
an alternative embodiment of the invention, the individual
acquisition time is set in intervals corresponding to the
interval of changes of a communication unit’s pseudo-id.
By changing the individual acquisition time together with
the change of pseudo-id, a tracking of an individual com-
munication unit becomes harder, wherein the integrity of
the user of the communication unit is increased.
[0028] The invention facilitates that as fresh data as
possible is broadcasted within the co-operative network.
However, even when the invention is implemented, it can
occur that the channel is busy when a communication
unit tries to broadcast its information package. If, a broad-
cast is unsuccessful, the communication unit backs-off
and retries at a later stage. The back-off and retry scheme
is controlled by algorithms in the 802.11 standard and is
outside the scope of this invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0029]

Figure 1 schematically shows a co-operative system
according to the invention,

Figures 2a-2c schematically shows the time distri-
bution of tasks performed within the co-operative
system according to the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0030] Figure 1 schematically shows a co-operative
system CS according to the invention. The co-operative
system comprises a plurality of communication units A,
B, C. The communication units A, B, C can be of any type
suitable to be active in the co-operative system CS, and
be arranged in a vehicle or a road side unit. In the example
all the communication units will be referred to as arranged
in vehicles.
[0031] The vehicles in which communication units A,
B, C in figure 1 are located can all be travelling in the
same direction, in different directions and/or on the same
or on different roads. The communication units A, B, C
broadcast on the frequency/channel designated for the
co-operative system CS. The communication units A, B,
C are all equipped with or have access to a raw data
collector RC capable of receiving/sensing and process-
ing the raw data D into an information package P. The

communication units A, B, C are equipped with a radio
communication unit arranged to communicate in the des-
ignated frequency/channel.
[0032] In figure 1 the broadcast ranges TA, TB, TC of
communication units A, B, C in the co-operative system
are shown. Communication unit A has a broadcast range
of TA, communication unit B has a broadcast range of
TB and communication unit C has a broadcast range of
TC. The communication units A, B, C in figure 1 have
different broadcast ranges TA, TB, TC. A broadcast by
the communication unit A can be received by both the
communication units B and C. A broadcast of communi-
cation unit B can be received by communication unit A
and C. A broadcast of communication unit C can be re-
ceived by communication unit A. Due to the different
broadcast range TA, TB, TC of the communication units
A, B, C and the different distances between the commu-
nication units A, B, C not all communication units A, B,
C are able to communicate with each other. However,
the communication units A, B, C are adapted to be ar-
ranged in vehicles, whereby the figure 1 only is an in-
stantaneous situation of a dynamic reality.
[0033] Now, figures 2a-2c schematically shows the
time distribution of tasks performed within the co-opera-
tive system according to the invention. A1, A2 etc. illus-
trates various time for communication unit A to perform
the tasks described in conjunction to each of the figures
2a-2c. The same applies to communication units B and C.
[0034] Figure 2a schematically shows the time distrib-
uted acquiring of raw data for communication units A, B
and C. Figure 2b schematically shows the time distribu-
tion of the processing of the acquired raw data into an
information package for communication units A, B and
C. Figure 2c shows the time distribution for the broadcast
attempts of the information packages for communication
units A, B and C. Figures 2a-2c together shows a number
of repetition cycles for performing the tasks of the inven-
tion for communication units A, B, C within each repetition
cycle.
[0035] In figure 2a the acquisition of raw data from com-
munication unit A is performed at even intervals starting
at SnA=0 ms. The predetermined time period from start
of the repetition cycle is of 100 ms. The acquisition of
raw data from communication unit B is performed at even
intervals starting at SnB The acquisition of raw data from
communication unit C is performed at even intervals
starting at SnC. The predetermined time period of each
interval is in the example 100 ms but may be different
depending of the setup of the method and/or the setup
of the communication units A, B, C. The start of the in-
terval for communication unit A, SnA, may be at a time
different from 0 ms.
[0036] The intervals are synchronized by a global tim-
ing signal located in the raw data from the GNSS. As can
be seen from figure 2a an individual acquisition time for
acquiring raw data D from the raw data collectors of the
communication units is set for each of the plurality of
communication units A, B, C. In figure 2a the individual
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acquisition times ATA, ATB, ATC for communication
units A, B, C are shown. The individual acquisition times
ATA, ATB, ATC may be randomly set as a delay from a
start of a repetition, wherein said individual acquisition
times ATA, ATB, ATC are set at each start up of a com-
munication unit A, B, C. Alternatively the individual ac-
quisition time ATA, ATB, ATC may be set as a delay from
a start of a repetition. The individual acquisition times of
a first communication unit can be set dynamically de-
pendent upon individual acquisition times of other com-
munication units within a range allowing said other com-
munication units to broadcast to said first communication
unit. This is described best with reference to the instan-
taneous captured situation in figure 1. In the situation
disclosed in figure 1, communication unit A can receive
the broadcasts from communication units B and C,
whereby the individual acquisition time ATA of commu-
nication unit A is set dependent of the individual acqui-
sition times ATB, ATC of communication units B and C.
Correspondently, the acquisition time ATC of communi-
cation unit C is set dependent of the individual acquisition
times ATA, ATB of communication units A and B. How-
ever, communication unit B is only within the broadcast-
ing range TA of communication unit A, wherein the indi-
vidual acquisition time ATB of communication unit B is
set only dependent of the individual acquisition time ATA
of communication unit A.
[0037] Further, the individual acquisition times ATA,
ATB, ATC can be randomly set as a delay from each
start of a repetition at production of said communication
unit A, B, C.
[0038] Figure 2b schematically shows the distribution
time for processing of the raw data into information pack-
ages P. The width of the staples in figure 2b indicates
the calculation time Ct needed to process the raw data.
Figure 2c schematically shows the individual broadcast-
ing times BTA, BTB, BTC for communication units A, B,
C. The width of the staples in figure 2c indicates the dis-
tribution in time, at which the communication units try to
broadcast their information packages.
[0039] In figures 2b and 2c the task of processing raw
data into an information package, and broadcasting said
information package are executed directly after the pre-
ceding task. There are thus no delays between the task
of acquiring raw data A1 in figure 2a and the processing
task A1 in figure 2b or between the processing task A1
in figure 2b and the broadcasting task A1 in figure 2c.
The same principle applies to all tasks in figures 2a-2c.
[0040] Figures 3a to 3c show a different embodiment
of the invention. In figure 3b the processing of said raw
data into an information package is executed directly af-
ter the acquiring of raw data. In figure 3c the said broad-
cast of said information package is executed at an indi-
vidual broadcasting time BTA at a delay De1 from said
start SnA of a repetition cycle. In figure 3 only one indi-
vidual broadcasting time is shown. The same principle
applies to all broadcasting times in figure 3c. The delay
De1 may be a universal delay for all communication units

A, B, C. It is also possible for the communication units
A, B, C to each have individual delays for the broadcast-
ing times BTA, BTB, BTC. The individual acquisition
times ATA, ATB, ATC may further be dependent on a
calculation time Ct of said information package, which in
figure 3b is indicated by the width of the staples.
[0041] Figures 4a to 4c show a different embodiment
of the invention. In figure 4c a broadcast of said informa-
tion package is executed at an individual broadcasting
time BTA from said start SnA of a repetition cycle. In
figure 4a the individual acquisition time ATA is calculated
as an offset O dependent of said individual broadcasting
time BTA, such that said acquisition of raw data occurs
before said broadcasting and at earliest at said start of
a repetition. The processing of said raw data into an in-
formation package may be executed directly after the
acquiring of raw data or be done with a delay. The same
principle applies to all acquisition times in figure 4a. The
offset O may be a universal offset for all communication
units A, B, C. It is also possible for the communication
units A, B, C to each have individual offsets for the ac-
quisition times ATA, ATB, ATC.
[0042] The delay times for the delays described above
are set with a random delay algorithm.
[0043] In figures 2a-4c what is described for one time
period applies to all time periods of the same embodi-
ment. It is also possible to switch between the embodi-
ments shown in figures 2a-2c, 3a-3c and 4a-4c.
[0044] Reference signs mentioned in the claims should
not be seen as limiting the extent of the matter protected
by the claims, and their sole function is to make claims
easier to understand.
[0045] As will be realised, the invention is capable of
modification in various obvious respects, all without de-
parting from the scope of the appended claims. Accord-
ingly, the drawings and the description are to be regarded
as illustrative in nature, and not restrictive.

Claims

1. A method for communication within a co-operative
system (CS) said co-operative system (CS) compris-
es a plurality of communication units (A, B, C), which
are adapted to execute a group of tasks repeatedly
in a repetition cycle:

• acquire raw data from at least one raw data
collector,
• process said raw data into an information pack-
age, and
• broadcast of said information package,
wherein said repetition cycle lasts a predeter-
mined time period from a start (SnA, SnB, SnC)
of a repetition cycle, and said at least one raw
data collector collects data from a global navi-
gation satellite system (GNSS), and wherein
said raw data from the GNSS comprises a global
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timing information, to which said communication
units (A, B, C) synchronise and wherein a timing
of said execution of tasks is dependent of said
global timing signal (TS), characterised in, that
an individual acquisition time (ATA, ATB, ATC)
for acquiring raw data from the raw data collec-
tors is set for each of the plurality of communi-
cation units (A, B, C).

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein said process-
ing of said raw data into an information package and
said broadcast of said information package are ex-
ecuted directly after the preceding task.

3. Method according to claim 1, wherein said process-
ing of said raw data into an information package is
executed directly after the acquiring of raw data, and
said broadcast of said information package is exe-
cuted at an individual broadcasting time (BTA, BTB,
BTC) at a delay (De1) from said start (SnA, SnB,
SnC) of a repetition cycle.

4. Method according to claim 3, wherein said individual
acquisition time (ATA, ATB, ATC) is calculated as
an offset (O) dependent of said individual broadcast-
ing time (BT), such that said acquisition of raw data
occurs before said broadcasting and at earliest at
said start of a repetition.

5. Method according to claim 3, wherein said individu-
ally acquisition time (ATA, ATB, ATC) is further de-
pendent on a calculation time (Ct) of said information
package (P).

6. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said indi-
vidual acquisition time (ATA, ATB, ATC) is randomly
set as a delay from a start of a repetition, wherein
said individual acquisition time (ATA, ATB, ATC) is
set at each start up of a communication unit (A, B, C).

7. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said indi-
vidual acquisition time (ATA, ATB, ATC) is set as a
delay from a start of a repetition, wherein said indi-
vidual acquisition time (ATA, ATB, ATC) of a first
communication unit (A, B, C) is set dynamically de-
pendent upon individual acquisition times (ATA,
ATB, ATC) of other communication units (A, B, C)
located within a broadcasting range of said first com-
munication unit (A, B, C).

8. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said indi-
vidual acquisition time (ATA, ATB, ATC) is randomly
set as an delay from each start of a repetition at pro-
duction of said communication unit (A, B, C).

9. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said indi-
vidual acquisition time (ATA, ATB, ATC) is randomly
set as a delay from each start of a repetition at each

change of pseudo-ID of said communication unit (A,
B, C).
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